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Entertainment Hutch 

One may think, why do I need a beverage center when I have a refrigerator? However, contrary to popular belief, a 

beverage center means investing in efficiency and entertaining with ease. If storage space is an issue, a beverage 

center will help maximize storage and keep entertaining in a localized area. The design features eclectic styling, but 

the pop of purple makes this space on trend.   

Wellborn’s Abilities Are limitless  

SPACE #14 
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About the Design 

When designing this space, the designer wanted to relay the message that Wellborn’s abilities are limitless. This 

furniture-like buffet piece was made possible with Wellborn’s Estate Series. This eclectic application was created 

through Wellborn’s ColorInspire program featuring Sherwin Williams, Mature Grape (SW 6286) with a Charcoal glaze 

and topped off with an Antique finish technique. The design of this space came to life with the Madison Square door 

style in Maple. 

Not only do beverage centers provide storage solutions; they also lend a decorative enhancement to your home. The 

colors throughout the design were mixed beautifully with the deep purple of the wall treatment and accented with the 

brushed brass hardware. The piece that makes the loudest statement is the black walnut countertop; walnut is 

expected to be a hot trend in upcoming years.  

Carried throughout this design are full extension drawers and soft close mechanisms applied to each cabinet. The 

hinges on the cabinet doors of this beverage center are smooth close allowing for secure and safe storage. The way 

furniture is lit can have a dramatic impact on its beauty and functionality, Hafele’s Loox lighting program was installed 

throughout the entire beverage center. The drawers in this beverage center are quality wood drawers which add to the 

traditional styling. The cabinet drawers have quality 5/8” hardwood dovetail joints providing strength and durability for 

a lifetime. 
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Light It Up and Make it Shine 

Adding flair to an already spicy area is a simple task with lighting. To make things easily accessible, the Hafele Loox 

lighting program was installed under the open shelf lighting up the space to help find what you are looking for. It also 

adds an upscale feel to the beverage center. The shelf is prepped for lighting with the Infinity corbels from Brownwood 

and Infinity moulding, accompanied by a mirrored background. The lighting trend was carried throughout the design, 

located in each drawer and cabinet. The glass on the upper cabinet doors is from Middlefield showcasing two 

complimenting glass types which are outlined with brass leading. The upper and geometric patterns are dressed in 

Summer Cloud Antique glass, and the rectangle piece is decorated in Clear Antique glass.  

Quick Access to Your Beverage Needs 

In this buffet, there are multiple drawer organization solutions. Inside the pocket door you will find a Keurig coffee 

station that pulls out on a sliding shelf for easier access which was made possible by the YouDrawIt program. Features 

stored inside the pocket door are; a coffee cup holder that also pulls out and a Stem Glass holder that neatly houses 

glassware.  

Hafele’s Loox Lighting Program, 

Brownwood’s Infinity Corbels, and 

Infinity Moulding 

Middlefield’s Summer Cloud Antique 

glass and Clear Antique glass 

Stem Glass Holder, Coffee Cup 

Holder, and Sliding Shelf  behind 

Pocket Door 
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Parties Stay in the Room 

Entertain frequently? The nuisance of running to the kitchen or to the basement refrigerator to fill up on drinks is a 

hassle. The solution to keeping the party going without disruption is as simple as installing a beverage center near 

your entertaining area and stocking it with your favorite drinks during a gathering. In the left and right lower cabinets 

are sliding shelves and bottle organizer pullouts allowing for drinks to be made with ease. With the deep drawer 

storage solutions, you can keep all beverage necessities safely tucked away with the soft close mechanism. In the 

drawer below the pocket door is the newly launched K-Cup organizer, perfect for coffee lovers. It helps to find that 

right coffee flavor you are looking for. The center drawer houses a bottle rack to keep bottles nicely organized for 

guests. The bottom center drawer contains a container organizer, wrap holder, and a cutlery organizer.  

Sliding Shelf and Bottle 

Organizer Pullout 

Container Organizer, Wrap Holder, 

and Cutlery Organizer 

Bottle Rack 

K-cup Organizer 
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Impressive Detailing  

This piece is decked out in elegant detailing. The countertop sets this entertaining piece apart from others with its 

deluxe black walnut countertop. The corner round with a bead was applied to the edge of the countertop to help 

continue the graceful design. Underneath the black walnut countertop, a Large Cove Light Rail Moulding was applied 

to incorporate the base cabinets. Along the top of the wall is the Fascia moulding with a Madison profile and large 

cove crown moulding. The round features in this design help tie it all together, with the circular glass, corbels and the 

Queen Anne legs.  

Black Walnut Countertop with Corner Round with a Bead 

Fascia Molding with Madison profile 

and Large Cove Crown Moulding 

Queen Anne Legs 


